Stability of stope structure under different mining methods
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Abstract. The ore body has a great influence on the stability of surrounding rock and mining safety under different mining modes, and the reasonable selection of mining mode depends on other characteristics, such as ore structure surface feature, rock mass mechanical property, and ground stress distribution. Given the insufficient mining research data, this study establishes a 3D model by using the FLAC3D calculation program. Through numerical simulation and other technical means, a preliminary study on plastic and minimum stress changes during horizontal pillar mining, stress changes under different mining modes, and the effect comparison of full filling mining modes is conducted. Results show that the surrounding rock at the corner of pillar 1 is damaged, the plastic zone decreases, and the minimum stress in each working procedure increases slightly. The area of the plastic zone in alternate mining is smaller to that in continuous mining. This study provides a theoretical basis for ore body mining.
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1. Introduction

In underground ore body mining, the mining method plays an important role in the stability of the stope structure and ground pressure control. However, with the gradual mining of ore body, the horizontal pillar with a thin plate structure may cause accidents due to instability [1]. Therefore, the analysis and evaluation of mining methods of ore bodies can provide an improved reference for this type of mine.

Domestic and foreign researchers have conducted numerous studies on mining methods and the stability of stopes [2, 3]. At present, the mining methods of metal ore bodies include continuous mining technology, filling mining technology, VCR (Vertical Crater Retreat Method) technology, and caving mining technology [4-6]. For example, T. M. Ermekov takes [7] mine engineering obtains the key parts of pillar instability in the goaf and then analyzes the goaf stability. Zhao et al. [8-10], used FLAC³D numerical simulation technology on the basis of the optimization of the mining scheme in Dajishan Tungsten Mine. They obtained the alternative and one mining schemes, which are further conducive to stope stability and can improve the stope production capacity. Zuo et al. [11], by studying the deformation and failure characteristics of rock under different mining conditions, the transition of brittleness and ductility of surrounding rock is closely related to the axial loading rate, which is related to the mining method of coal seam, and the more confining pressure Large, plastic features are more obvious. The present research selects the middle section (section 417) of a mine in Jiangxi as the content and combines on-site monitoring, theoretical discussion, and numerical simulation to analyze the stability of the stope structure under different mining methods to provide reference for complex ore body mining.
2. Influence of stope structural parameters on stability

The design of the stope structural parameters in room-pillar mining is mainly the size design of the room and pillar. In the design process, numerical simulation is generally used to perform comprehensive analysis, and the appropriate mining model is adopted to analyze the response of the surrounding rock and ore body in the design of different structural parameters, along with the structural and failure characteristics of the rock mass, the distribution of the 3D in-situ stress field, and the characteristics of the dominant structural plane of the stope [12, 13]. The rationality of the structural parameters is evaluated in accordance with the mechanical response of the rock mass.

2.1. Model parameters

The reasonable selection of parameters is a necessary condition for correct modeling. The samples used in laboratory tests are obtained in situ, which can further reflect the mechanical properties of the main occurrence lithology in the mining area. The sample integrity is high, and few evident cracks are observed. Meanwhile, the rock mass is a heterogeneous, nonlinear structure with weak structural planes, such as cracks [14]. Therefore, the direct simulation of the mechanical parameters of a rock block may cause a large deviation and does not have a good simulation effect. Therefore, the model parameters should be reduced to some extent [15]. In the theoretical research of strength reduction, the initial empirical formula is expressed as follows:

\[
\sigma_1 = \sigma_b + a\sigma^b.
\]

(1)

Then, in 1980, Sun Guangzhong [21] proposed a strength judgment basis based on field tests, which can further reflect the structural effect of a rock mass. The criteria are as follows:

\[
\sigma = \sigma_m + AN^\beta,
\]

(2)

where \(\sigma\) is uniaxial compressive strength of rock blocks; MPa, \(\sigma_m\) is in-situ strength of rock mass; MPa, \(A, \beta\) are rock mass constants; \(N\) – number of structural bodies contained in rock blocks.

In 1992, Hoke and Brown [16] proposed an improved empirical formula:

\[
\sigma_1 = \sigma_3 + \sigma_{ci} \left( m \frac{\sigma_3}{\sigma_{ci}} + s \right)^a.
\]

(3)

Among them, \(\sigma_1\) and \(\sigma_3\) are the maximum and minimum principal stresses when rock mass yields; \(\sigma_{ci}\) is the uniaxial compressive strength of intact rock specimens; \(m, s\) is the material constant associated with rock mass; \(a\) is a parameter related to rock integrity. The formulas for calculating \(m, s\) and \(a\) are as follows:

\[
m = m_i \exp \left( \frac{GSI - 100}{28 - 14D} \right),
\]

(4)

\[
s = \exp \left( \frac{GSI - 100}{9 - 3D} \right),
\]

(5)

\[
a = \frac{1}{2} + \frac{1}{6} \left( e^{GSI/15} - e^{-20/3} \right),
\]

(6)

where \(m_i\) is the material parameter of intact rock, which indicates the degree of hardness and softness of rock. The value of is generally 1-50; \(D\) is the influence factor of excavation, which represents the disturbance degree of rock mass, and the value is 0-1; GSI is an index of geological strength, which is determined by the rock mass structure and structural plane characteristics of engineering rock mass, and characterizes the strength characteristics of rock mass structural plane.

Hoek-Brown criterion can be expressed in the form of normal stress and shear stress and used...
to estimate the shear strength parameters in Mohr-Coulomb criterion [17]. The strength parameters between the two criteria have the following relations:

$$\varphi = \sin^{-1}\left[\frac{3am(s + m\sigma_{3n})^{a-1}}{(1 + a)(2 + a) + 3am(s + m\sigma_{3n})^{a-1}}\right],$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)$$

$$c = \frac{\sigma_{ci}(1 + 2a)s + (1 - a)m\sigma_{3n}(s + m\sigma_{3n})^{a-1}}{(1 + a)(2 + a)\sqrt{1 + [6am(s + m\sigma_{3n})^{a-1}]}}$$ \hspace{1cm} (8)

In the formula, \(\sigma_{3n} = \frac{\sigma_{3max}}{\sigma_{ci}}\), \(\sigma_{3max}\) is the upper limit of the minimum principal stress under the equivalent condition, which is related to the type of engineering rock mass.

Then according to H-B criterion, the uniaxial compressive strength \(\sigma_c\) and tensile strength \(\sigma_t\) of rock mass are as follows:

$$\sigma_c = \sigma_{ci} + \sigma_{ci}s^\alpha,$$ \hspace{1cm} (9)

$$\sigma_t = -\frac{\sigma_{ci}s^\alpha}{m}.$$ \hspace{1cm} (10)

The elastic modulus of rock mass is an important parameter to describe the deformation characteristics of rock mass. The modified formula of elastic modulus of rock mass after introducing disturbance coefficient \(D\) [17] is as follows:

$$E(GPa) = \left(1 - \frac{D}{2}\right)\frac{\sigma_{ci}}{100} \times 10^{G51-\frac{10}{40}} \cdots (\sigma_{ci}) \leq 100 \text{ MPa},$$ \hspace{1cm} (11)

$$E(GPa) = \left(1 - \frac{D}{2}\right)10^{G51-\frac{10}{40}} \cdots (\sigma_{ci}) > 100 \text{ MPa}.$$ \hspace{1cm} (12)

With the in-depth understanding of the rock mass structure, relevant research is constantly updated and improved. From the initial empirical value to the later quantitative means of rock mass constants obtained by considering the two different states of a rock mass, namely, undisturbed and disturbed, the aim is to find a further scientific and reasonable relationship between the rock and rock mass mechanical parameters in theory.

On the basis of Eqs. (1-12), using the field geological survey results as the background and considering previous test results and engineering experience, the rock mechanics parameters are reduced. Table 1 lists the rock mechanics parameters applied to the FLAC3D numerical calculation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lithology</th>
<th>Tensile strength (\Sigma_t) / MPa</th>
<th>Bulk density</th>
<th>Modulus of elasticity (E) / GPa</th>
<th>Poisson ratio (\nu)</th>
<th>Internal friction angle (\Phi) (°)</th>
<th>Cohesive force (C) / MPa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Surrounding rock</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>17.6</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>19.58</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ore rock</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>2.77</td>
<td>6.36</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>7.66</td>
<td>10.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:4 filling body</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>9.77</td>
<td>1.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:10 backfill</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2. Selection of failure criteria for rock mass

A large number of rock mechanics test results show that the rock mass is destroyed when the load exceeds the ultimate load, and the residual strength decreases gradually with the development of deformation in the plastic flow after the peak strength [18, 19]. The failure envelope of the Mohr-Coulomb model is the combination of the shear and tension stress yield functions. That is, in the elastic-plastic constitutive model, the material failure is mainly composed of tension and...
shear failures. Therefore, the Mohr–Coulomb yield criterion is adopted as the numerical model of the rock failure criterion [20]. It can be expressed as follows:

\[ f_s = \sigma_1 - \sigma_3 \frac{1 + \sin\varphi}{1 - \sin\varphi} - 2c \sqrt{\frac{1 + \sin\varphi}{1 - \sin\varphi}} \]  

(13)

where \( f_s \) is destruction coefficient, \( \sigma_1 \) is maximum principal stress, MPa; \( \sigma_3 \) is minimum principal stress, MPa; \( c \) is cohesive force, MPa; \( \varphi \) is internal friction angle.

When \( f_s < 0 \), elastic deformation occurs in rock mass, and when \( f_s > 0 \), shear failure occurs in rock mass. Because of the low tensile strength of rock, it can be judged by more criteria of tensile strength, that is, when the load of rock mass exceeds its own peak tensile stress, tensile failure occurs.

2.3. Model selection

Combined with the mining method used in the mine, section 417 of the mine is used as the key area of this study. On the basis of the distribution law of the 3D in situ stress measurement of the pillar, the roadway direction is laid along the direction of the maximum principal stress. The size of the stope block is 25 m × 30 m × 40 m long. The stope structure parameter optimization model considers the mining of two stopes and one pillar. The disturbance range is 3 to 5 times that of the mining range. The final size of the model is 900 m long, 300 m wide, and 500 m high.

The shape of the ore body is simplified in accordance with the ore body shape map provided by the mine. Fig. 1 shows the simplified ore body model. In modeling, the geometric model of the mining area is established by CAD (Computer Aided Design), and the mesh element is divided by ANSYS. The mesh division not only meets the calculation accuracy but also controls the calculation error. Therefore, the mesh division of pillars, floor, and roof is further compact. Then, the ANSYS–FLAC3D program is used to import the model into FLAC3D to simulate and calculate the structural parameters. Fig. 1 presents the final grid model.

3. Influence of mining sequence on structural stability

The stability of the stope structure is not only related to its own strength but also greatly influenced by mining methods and the mining sequence. A reasonable mining sequence can not only optimize the stope layout, generate high-grade ore blocks to be mined, and ensure local and overall mining volume but also help the stope structure and underground facilities maintain their stability within the mining period. Personnel work safely in potentially unstable or high stress areas. Therefore, the reasonable mining sequence of the room and pillar is vital. The determination of the reasonable mining sequence is a repeated process, which is often realized through numerical simulation.
On the basis of the actual situation of the mine, the mining sequence model is divided into five chambers and four pillars, and the influence of the different mining sequences of the five chambers on structural stability is investigated. The layout of the stope is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Stope partition map

The model only considers the changes in stress and displacement caused by mining and filling and ignores the influence of mining operation on the surrounding rock. The initial stress field of the model is generated by changing the strength parameters of the elastic–plastic solution method, that is, the strength parameters of the material are set to a large value and the plastic solution is applied to avoid model damage. Then, the parameters are restored to the strength value of the material, and the initial stress field distribution is obtained by the equilibrium calculation in the second stage.

In order to ensure the reliability of the simulation, the initial stress field of the model should conform to the actual engineering environment as far as possible. According to the law of three-dimensional geostress distribution, a vertical downward uniform surface load of 11.73 MPa is applied to the upper part of the model. A pair of compressive stresses of 19.67 MPa is applied on the two sides perpendicular to the $X$ (length) axis, and a pair of compressive stresses of 7.73 MPa are applied on the two sides perpendicular to the $Y$ (width) axis. Fig. 4 and 5 displays the initial stress distribution nephogram of the model.

Fig. 4. Initial vertical stress cloud map
Fig. 5. Initial vertical displacement cloud map

As shown in Figs.4 and 5, the initial stress and displacement nephograms have enhanced stratification. Given the irregular shape of the ore body, slight changes occur in the stratification of the stress nephogram, which is in line with reality.

The mining sequence of the room and pillar can be changed in accordance with the actual requirements of production. The room and pillar have advantages and disadvantages. Given the reduction of ore reserves, an increasing number of mines prefer to mine pillars first over ore bodies. Mining pillars first can save on the filling cost, and the economic benefit of rare metals is greatly improved. The overall steps of simulated mining are as follows:
Step 1: Mining pillars;
Step 2: Filling pillars;
Step 3: Mining the mine room;
Step 4: Filling the ore room.

3.1. Pillar mining and filling plastic zone

To reflect the mechanical response of the rock mass to mining behavior, the simulation of pillar stopping and filling is performed step by step. The order of mining and filling pillars is subdivided into the following steps:
Procedure 1: Mining pillar 1;
Procedure 2: Mining pillar 2;
Procedure 3: Mining pillar 3, filling pillar 1;
Procedure 4: Mining pillar 4, filling pillar 2;
By analogy, until the pillars are fully filled.

3.2. Change of plasticity and stress in mining

As shown in Fig. 6, after pillar 1 is mined, damaged areas appear in the surrounding rock at the corner, which is the manifestation of rock mass stress release. When pillar 2 is mined, part of the plastic area of pillar 1 decreases. When pillar 3 is mined, the plastic area of pillar 1 continues to decrease because it is filled, and the failure trend of pillar 2 is slow. Therefore, in the process of mining pillars, part of the stress is released, but it has minimal effect on the overall plastic zone and can ensure safe operation because the pillar volume is small and the surrounding rock is relatively stable.

Fig. 6. Plastic zone change of mining

The variation of minimum principal stress in each mining procedure in Fig. 7 indicates that the
mechanical response of the rock mass is similar to those of pillars 1 and 2, except for a slight change in the value of the minimum principal stress, which increases by 0.03 MPa. After the completion of processes 3 and 4, the minimum principal stress decreases due to pillar filling in the earlier stage and the partial transfer of stress. By contrast, the reduction of process 4 is great.

The variation law of the maximum principal stress in pillar mining states that the stress release in the mining area of each working procedure is apparent and will cause the redistribution of stress pairs. The stress release after pillar filling is restricted, and the maximum principal stress in the pillar filling area decreases. The vertical displacement variation law of each working procedure in the process of mining pillars states that the vertical displacement of the last pillar will decrease after the next pillar is finished and is mainly concentrated in the middle.
3.3. Pillar filling and stress result

The regularity of the vertical displacement range of the cemented pillar after filling indicates that the roof shows a decline of overburden and the bottom exhibits the floor heave phenomenon. Cemented filling achieves a better filling effect in the control of stress and displacement than the previous principal stress and strain.

![a) Distribution of plastic zone](image1)
![b) Minimum principal stress nephogram](image2)

Fig. 9. Pillar filling results

4. Sequence simulation of mining room

After pillar mining and filling, studying the mechanical response of the filling body and surrounding rock to different mining sequences is helpful in understanding the influence of different mining sequences on structure stability and operation safety. The numerical simulation of the mining sequence can accurately analyze and predict the change in stress and stope displacement. After a comprehensive consideration, the optimal scheme is selected to achieve a win-win situation of security and economic benefits.

The general mining sequence includes continuous mining, one mining at intervals, three mining at intervals, symmetrical mining, and so on. Continuous mining refers to the sequential mining and filling of ore houses. One is mining and filling at intervals of one ore house. Mining and filling at intervals of three stopes means mining and filling at intervals of three stopes. Symmetrical mining is either from two sides to the middle room or from the middle to both sides of the room mining and filling. The filling mining technology mentioned above refers to the mining method of filling the goaf with filling materials while accompanying the mining, transportation and other operations. The purpose of filling is to support the two sides of the goaf rock and to create a foothold floor for continuing top slicing mining. It is suitable for ore deposits with unstable ores and surrounding rocks, which are not allowed to have large exposed surface, rare precious metals or high grade deposits. VCR technology refers to (Vertical Crater Retreat Method). The essence of this method is to drill down vertical or inclined deep holes to the bottom layer in the horizontal layer of rock drilling on the roof of the mining house by using the underground DTH drilling rig according to the optimum hole network parameters, and to use explosives with high power, high density, high detonation velocity and low sensitivity (“three high and one low explosive”) to use spherical charges (the ratio of diameter to length does not exceed 1:6) Layered blasting is carried out from bottom to top, and ore loading is carried out with efficient ore-drawing equipment (scaper). Caving mining technology is a mining method that fills the goaf with the surrounding rock of forced or natural caving, regardless of the room and pillar, in order to realize the ground pressure management of the stope. This study mainly analyzes the mechanical response of surrounding rock and cemented ore columns in two sequential mining processes through changes in stress and displacement. Combined with actual mining experience, sequential mining and alternate mining are selected as alternatives for simulating the optimization...
of the mining sequence.

Given that the first step of the two mining orders is the mining of room 1, the failure of the plastic zone in process 1 of the two mining orders is mainly concentrated in the corner position of the mining area. The part near the rock mass is tensile failure, whereas shear and tensile failures coexist at the corner near the cemented pillar. Then, the plastic and mechanical changes are analyzed by examining the remaining 2-5 processes.

4.1. Taking one every the other one

The specific process of mining one after another is mining room 1, mining room 3, mining room 5, filling mine 1, and so on until the goaf is fully filled.

Figure 10 shows the change process of the distribution of the plastic zone from one mining to another. The graph indicates that the plastic zone at the location of ore house 1 is mainly concentrated at the junction of the rock mass after the mining of ore house 3, but the damage scope decreases. Shear and tensile failures occur at the ends of pillars 2 and 3. After filling, the plastic zone of room 1 decreases, and a plastic zone appears around room 5 due to the stress release of the surrounding rock mass. The main failure mode is tension failure.

![Fig. 10. Distribution of plastic zones separated by one](image1)

The nephogram of the distribution of the minimum principal stress of the pillar at rooms 2 and 4 in the mining process shows that the minimum principal stresses of the pillar are approximately 0.2 and 2 MPa, respectively. The maximum value of the minimum principal stress appears in the central position of the mining area, which is approximately 28.4 MPa.

![Fig. 11. Clouds of minimum principal stress distribution taken one every the other one](image2)

The maximum principal stress of the rock mass is approximately 5 MPa after the last room mining, which is mainly related to the distribution of ground stress and the stress release of the
rock mass. The displacement change of every mining position is relatively stable in the mining process, which is approximately 25 mm. The displacement of the goaf changes to 5 mm after filling, which shows that filling has a significant effect on displacement change.

According to the max principal stress distribution map of every other mining in Fig. 12, the max principal stress of cemented pillar is in the range of 0.4-0.6 MPa, the max principal stress of room 1 before and after filling decreases by about 2 MPa, and the stress value is higher at the interface between filling body and surrounding rock mass.

![Fig. 12. Clouds of maximum principal stress distribution taken one every the other one](image)

4.2. Continuous mining

The concrete process of sequential mining is as follows: mining room 1, mining room 2, mining room 3, filling room 1, mining room 4, filling room 2, and so on until the goaf is fully filled.

![Fig. 13. Distribution of plastic zone distribution in continuous mining](image)
From the change in plastic zone in the mining process, Fig. 13 shows that the stress of the surrounding rock is further released, and the plastic zone is enlarged after working procedure 2, mining room 2. At this time, cemented pillars 1 and 2 begin to bear pressure, which shows that they exhibit a tensile failure area, and the roof of the mining area has more shear failure. In process 3, room 3 is mined, and the stress release of room 4 causes the failure area of pillar 3. Given the filling of room 1, the plastic area of pillar 1 and the surrounding rock mass decrease. In process 4, mining room 4 and the stress release of room 5 destroy pillar 4 and the pre-filling room. The reason is that the filling body absorbs and transfers the energy released by the ground pressure activity. The change in plastic zone in process 5 is similar to that in process 4, and the plastic zone is further enlarged.

In comparison with process 1, the maximum principal stress in process 2 decreases, and the stress value decreases after filling the ore room in process 3. In the entire mining process, maximum vertical displacement occurs in the central part of the roof and floor. After filling, the trend of displacement change is effectively controlled.

From the last two working procedures in continuous mining, we can see that the change of the maximum principal stress distribution is that after the subsequent cemented filling, the maximum principal stress in mining area decreases greatly, basically maintains in the range of 0-1 MPa, and the stress value of surrounding rock mass concentrates in the range of 3-5 MPa.

4.3. Contrast of filling effect

The comparison of the distribution of the full filling plastic zone in Fig. 15 indicates a small difference in the filling effect of the two mining sequences after full filling the study area. Plastic areas are greatly reduced and distributed in the edge and corner of the mining area. The main failure mode is tension failure, and some shear failure areas exist above the mining area.

The comparison of the vertical stress nephogram of full filling in Fig. 16 shows that the vertical stress after filling in two mining sequences has approximately 0.13 MPa of tensile stress in the room area, but the tension area produced by sequential filling in one mining sequence is small. The compressive stress produced by two sequential fillings is concentrated in the roof and floor of the stope area, and the size is approximately 12 MPa.

The comparison of the vertical displacement nephogram of full filling in Fig. 17 presents that the vertical displacement changes produced by the two mining orders after filling are nearly the same, the displacement range is approximately 8-10 mm, the top exhibits a negative displacement, and the bottom displays a positive displacement. The numerical simulation and pressure monitoring results, which coincide, show that although the numerical simulation has assumptions and simplification, its results are relatively accurate and reliable.
5. Safety comparison of different mining methods for pillars

Through the simulation of the cumulative mining effect of the ore body on the pillar, the lower ore body has less influence on the disturbance of the pillar and will not pose a threat to its safety. However, after the lower pillar is mined, the pillar is in the complete filling body, and the stress concentration is high and can easily cause safety problems. A reasonable mining sequence can reduce the ore loss rate, improve the mining efficiency, and effectively control the ground pressure and stope stability. To prevent the problems caused by the further destruction of pillars, the pillars should be mined as early as possible to ensure their reasonable and safe mining, which requires a comparison of the mining methods of pillars.
Table 2. Comprehensive comparison of the safety of different mining methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mining method</th>
<th>Plastic region</th>
<th>Minimum principal stress</th>
<th>Maximum principal stress</th>
<th>Vertical displacement</th>
<th>Safety</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Taking one every the other one</td>
<td>Minimum area</td>
<td>Compressive stress is small and stress concentration is obvious</td>
<td>Tensile stress is small and the area is small</td>
<td>Small displacement</td>
<td>Preferably</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuous mining</td>
<td>Smaller area</td>
<td>Compressive stress is small and stress concentration is obvious</td>
<td>Tensile stress is smaller and the area is small</td>
<td>Large displacement</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full filling and alternate mining</td>
<td>Smaller area</td>
<td>Compressive stress is small and stress concentration is obvious</td>
<td>Tensile stress is smaller and the area is small</td>
<td>Negative top displacement, positive bottom displacement.</td>
<td>Preferably</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full Filling Continuous Mining</td>
<td>Smaller area</td>
<td>Compressive stress is small and stress concentration is obvious</td>
<td>The tension stress is small and the area is small</td>
<td>Negative top displacement, positive bottom displacement.</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stability comparison</td>
<td>Pick one at a time</td>
<td>The two are quite</td>
<td>Pick one at a time</td>
<td>Pick one at a time</td>
<td>Pick one at a time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comprehensive contrast</td>
<td></td>
<td>Pick one at a time</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of the numerical simulation of different mining modes are comprehensively analyzed from five aspects, namely, plastic zone, minimum principal stress, maximum principal stress, vertical displacement, and full filling comparison, to obtain the safest mining mode and provide a basis for the safe and efficient mining of deep pillars.

The structural stability of cemented backfill is determined by the combined action of stress concentration factor, plastic zone range and stress value. From the above research, it can be seen that the plastic zones of continuous mining and alternate mining are quite different, and the plastic zones of continuous mining are more widely distributed, which may be due to the relatively slow stress concentration of rock mass in alternate mining sequence. The specific information of the mechanical response of the two mining orders is compared in Table 3.

Table 3 can be used to compare the maximum principal stress range, the maximum vertical displacement and the variation range of the vertical stress between mining and continuous mining.

Table 3. Mechanical response analysis of mining sequence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mining method</th>
<th>Maximum principal stress range</th>
<th>Maximum vertical displacement</th>
<th>Vertical stress range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Continuous mining</td>
<td>3-5 MPa</td>
<td>32.6 mm</td>
<td>0-15.7 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taking one every the other one mining</td>
<td>0-5 MPa</td>
<td>25 mm</td>
<td>0-14 MPa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Kang Zhao conceived of the study and Xiang Yu helped draft the manuscript. Shuijie Gu collected and analysed the data. Xiang Yu constructed the models and wrote the manuscript. Yanjing Yan helped perform the analysis with constructive discussions. Yongjun Zhang reviewed the manuscript and put forward some suggestions for revision of the article. Tianyuan Suo and Jiaolong Hao made some supplements to the revised article. All authors gave final approval for publication.

6. Conclusions

1) Through pillar mining and stress changes, the stress release in the mining area of each process is apparent, which will cause the redistribution of stress pairs. After the next pillar is
finished, the vertical displacement of the last pillar will decrease, mainly concentrating in the middle. After pillar stoping and filling, the plastic area of the stoping area decreases after filling the cemented pillar, and the minimum principal stress of the cemented pillar is approximately 0.5 MPa. The change in vertical displacement of the cemented pillars after filling is reflected by the overburden decline at the roof and the floor heave phenomenon at the bottom.

2) The change in plastic zone is the smallest under alternate and one mining modes, and the main failure mode is tension failure. The minimum principal stress of the pillar is approximately 0.2 MPa, and that of rooms 2 and 4 is approximately 2 MPa. The maximum value of the minimum principal stress appears in the central position of the mining area, which is approximately 28.4 MPa.

3) Under the continuous mining mode, the change in plastic zone is small, which is manifested by the tensile stress failure of the cemented pillar and the shear failure of the roof in the mining area. The main change in minimum principal stress is the small compressive stress and the evident stress concentration. The plastic zone of the simulation results is mainly characterized by tensile failure, which is consistent with the results of laboratory tests and verifies the reliability of the numerical simulation results.

4) The comparison of the filling effect of the two mining methods shows that the change in plastic zone is greatly reduced and distributed in the edge and corner of the mining area. The main failure mode is tension failure, and some shear failure areas exist above the mining area. The change in force indicates an approximately 0.13 MPa tensile stress in the room area, but the tension area produced by sequential filling after mining is small. A small difference exists between the vertical displacements of the two mining sequences after filling. The displacement range is approximately 8-10 mm, the top is a negative displacement, and the bottom is a positive displacement.

5) The selection of mining sequence mainly considers such factors as construction conditions, economic benefits and ground pressure control effect. It can be seen from the foregoing that there is no obvious difference between the initial conditions and filling effect of the two orders, but the plastic zone, vertical displacement and vertical stress of continuous mining change more widely in the mining process. Under the similar filling effect, the sequence of alternate mining can better ensure the stability and safety of the working environment and engineering structure in the construction process. Moreover, according to engineering experience, the production capacity of stope can be effectively improved by alternate mining, and more considerable economic benefits can be produced under similar ground pressure control effect. Considering various factors comprehensively, it is suggested that the mining sequence of one mining interval should be selected in mine production.
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